
Sta 711 : Homework 2�-Algebras and partitions.Fields and �-�elds generated by partitions (�nite or ountable olletions of disjointevents �j 2 F with [�j = 
), and probability assignments on them, area espeiallyeasy to desribe.1. Let fA;B;Cg � F be three events in a probability spae (
;F ;P), not neessarily non-empty or disjoint. Enumerate all possible elements of the partition P = P(A;B;C)generated by these events (i.e., the smallest partition for whih fA;B;Cg � �(P)).How many distint nonempty elements does P have, at most? How many, at minimum?2. How many distint elements does the �-algebra �(P) ontain, at most? At minimum?Desribe them in words (don't list them).3. Let's further assume that the events A;B;C are disjoint and 
 = A [ B [ C, withprobabilities P(A) = 0:6 and P(B) = 0:3. Calulate the probability of every event in�(A;B;C).Null sets.4. Let fAn; n 2 Ng be events with P(An) = 1. Prove that P(\1n=1An) = 1.5. Now onsider unountably many events fB�g, all with P(B�) = 0. Does it followneessarily that P([�B�) = 0? Give a proof or a ounter example.6. Let fCkg be a olletion of events suh thatPnk=1 P(Ck) > n�1 for some n 2 N. Showthat P(\nk=1Ck) > 0.Distribution funtions and ontinuity.7. Give an example of a real-valued funtion on R whih in ontinuous, but not uniformlyontinuous.8. Let G be a ontinuous distribution funtion on R. Show that G is in fat uniformlyontinuous. Hint: Consider points fxig for whih G(xi) = i=n for 1 � i < n. Are thesefxig determined uniquely? Does that matter?9. Show that any distribution funtion F on R an have at most ountably many dis-ontinuities. Hint: Consider the open intervals (F (x�); F (x)) for disontinuity pointsx. 1



�- & �- systems.10. Consider the following olleton of subsets of the real line:B = f(�1; b℄ : b 2 Rg(a) Show that B is a �- system, but not a � system.(b) What is the �- system generated by B? Why?11. Consider the following olletions of subsets of the unit square 
 = (0; 1℄2 � R
2:A = f(a; b℄� (; d℄ : 0 � a � b � 1; 0 �  � d � 1g(a) Is A a �- system? Why or why not?(b) Is A a �- system? Why or why not?� - systems and �elds.Let C be a non-empty olletion of subsets of a spae 
.12. Let F(C) be the smallest �eld ontaining C. Show that for eah B 2 F(C) there existsa �nite subolletion C 0 � C for whih B 2 F(C 0). Note C 0 may depend on B.13. Show that the smallest �eld ontaining C onsists preisely of sets of the formF(C) = �B : B = [mi=1Bi; Bi = \nij=1Aij for some m 2 N; fnig � N
	where for eah index pair (i; j), either Aij 2 C or Aij 2 C, and where the m sets fBigare disjoint. Thus, we an represent the sets in F(C) expliitly (interestingly, it turnsout to be impossible to do this for �-�elds).14. Suppose that Show that if two probability measures P1, P2 agree on a � system C,then they must also agree on the �eld F(C) generated by C. Hint: Use Dynkin's �-�theorem, or part (13) and the inlusion-exlusion priniple.15. Find two probability measures P1, P2 on some set 
 that agree on a olletion ofsubsets C, but not on F(C). Obviously from (14) above C annot be a �-system. Hint:It's enough to have C = fA;Bg with just two elements, on an outome spae 
 withjust four points. Would three points be enough?
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